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Abstract 

The energy realistically attainable by an electron-
positron storage ring 1> limited by the RF voltage and 
power requirements tapnBfld by synchrotron radiation to 
about 103 CeV. To reacn energies of 300 * 300 CeV and 
higher In a colliding beam machine of reaionable dimen
sions, we irust look to Eho linnc-collidor operating 
ai an energy gradient on the order of 100 MV/tn. Proper 
choice of an RF structure for fuch a collider tan mlnl-
micc the total RF power requirement and the effects of 
longitudinal and transverse single-bunch bean loading. 
For an :>prrating frequency In the range i-tj GHt, tin-
total H= power requirement for a 300 « 300 GeV collider 
with a luminosity of 10 3 J ca" 2»" 1 accelerating lo 1' 
particles per bunch la on the order of SO Mr. To drive 
this collider. RF power sources ara needed having, a peak 
output p~er in the range 1-2 W. Possibilities for 
attaining- these peak power levels by direct generation 
and by energy storage and fast switching are discussed. 

Seed for High Gradient Llnac-Cullidcrs 

it iH- î cnsider the sequence of e*e" storage ring* 
f'EAR/DCRIS - PEP.'PSTRA - LEP, we find rough agreement 
with the following sealing )aus with respect to energy 
E;: ct.-cunferc-nce ~ E|, RF power requirement Uonven-
tirn.il «F systems) ~Eg, cost - EJ , S. Wc Can also de
fine an average gradient E n v as the tenter-of-mass 
energy divided l.y tho ting Llrcumfsronco. This gr;,J-
ierii. which is e Tnt*nR'jriF of how much real estate 1«. 
required per -jniL or' encry.y, scales as E f l v *• Rrj'. if 
we jflc rhese laws .o extrapolate to n 300* 300 t'eV 
machine, we finJ tt>jt till' I 1 rcusiferoiice would he about 
lof. lun, the RF pov£>r requirement about 1 GW, the cost 
about 5 billirn dollars and the average gradient about 
2 Ml7m. A -• perconducting or pulsed RF system could 
undoubtedly b«- "se<1 to red-ice the W power, hut the 
cs-st and the veracious appetite for real estate of such 
a high-energy ring would remain as nearly Insurmountable 
obstacles ID its construction. If ve ar* to collide 
electrons and positrons at an energy ouch beyond chat 
fo.-cseen for LZf (130 GeV with superconducting RF), we 
stust turn to the concept of two Opposing high gradient 
linear accelerators firing single bunches, of electrons 
and positrons at each other: the llnac-collider. 

Hough. Parameters for a 300 • 30D CeV tlnac-Colllder 

We choose a gradient of 100 MV/m SB being realis
tically attainable In a properly designed accelerating, 
structure for short RT pulses ( « 10? nt> at S-band fre
quencies or higher. A discussion of breakdown Units 
in RF structures and a Justification of this choice ol 
accelerating gradient Is presented in A later section. 
The lu inoi.it y for a collider accelerating single 
hurches Is £iven by 
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TABLE I ~~~ 
Parameters for a 300 « 300 CeV Collider 

Accelerating Gradient 
Length (both llnaes) 
Luminosity 
Particles per Bunch Nj, 
Repetition Rate f T 

Beam Clmenslont oS, o* 
Beta Function at Collision Point 5* 
Bunch Length d 2 

Mfruption Parameter 0 
Beauscrahluag Parameter I 
Average Currant •N 0f r 

Average Bean Power (both llnacs) 

the above Table are defined *nd discussed elsewhere.l"3 

Very briefly, 0 is a neaauTe of the fractional change in 
radial position of a typical particle in one bunch 
during its passage through the electromagnetic fields of 
the opposing bunch. D la proportional to Mpoz/fl*. For 
D the order of unity or larger, a piacb effect squeere* 
the bunches radially, enhancing the luminosity. For 
D = 0.95, this enhancement factor is a little over three.2 

The bcnmstrshlung paramour it the fractional energy 
loss due to synchrotron radiation produced by th" parti
cles in one bunch passing through rhe deflecting fields 
of the opposing bunch. At a given energy, 6 ~ N ^ / J Z £ A . 
Many trade-offs between these paraseters are possible 
for a fixed luminosity. For example, ?- can be increased 
by lengthening the bunch, or by decreasing the charge 
per bunch and increasing the repetition rate to maintain 
the luminosity. It is important tu realise that the 
single-bunch parameters N t and o E, the beam-beam param
eters 3Pt B and d, the final-focus parameter fl* and eh* 
repetition rate f r are all interrelated. The average 
power requirement, of course. Is proportional to f r. 
Later ve will see that the energy spread due ro single-
birch beam loading and the afflelency for the transfer 
of energy from the accelerating fields to the beam also 
depend upon Nh and Q E. Thus Table 1 should not be con
sidered so optimized parameter list. It is a possible 
starting point for a collider design that will serve to 
give us a feeling for the numbers involved. 

In order to attain a gradient of 100 MV/m. both an 
appropriate accelerating structure and an adequate RT 
power source are needed. We consider the structure 
problem first. Once the structure design is chosen, the 
RF power requirement is also specified. In the con
cluding sections, preiene and future RF sources which 
might meet this requirement ire considered. 

Structure Parameters 

We muat firat dispose of the question of traveling 
wave vs standing wave structures. For a standing wave 
structure, there la an unavoidable loss in efficiency 
due to reflected power during filling. For an unmodu
lated (flat-tor) incident klystron pulse, the beat one 
can do is to transfer SIX ol the ensrgy In the pulse 
into energy stored la the (structure.* Furthermore, the 
pb-anetcr r/Q which, as will be shown later, determines 
the efficiency for coaversion of stored energy Into 
accelerating gradient, la ULually lower for standing 
wave structures. For these reasons we consider only 
traveling wave structures here, although a parallel 
analysis could readily he made for the standing wave 
case. Following are seae travelling wave structure param
eters which are Important for Che design of a collider. 

gemra 9 m nam K mum 
(invited paper presented at the 19BI Particle Accelerator Confereno, Washington, D.C , March 11-13, 19BI.)i': '•'< 

<p • —S.i-

where N,, is the nuKber of particles per hunch, l r is 
the repetition rate and oj| and fly are the transverse 
boa.- illmeiuslunF at the collision point. Table I gives 
a <:.ns latent sec of parameters for a 300 x 300 CeY 
en! i Ider witn a luminosity of I0* 2 csT^n*1. The dls-
rurtian parameter and beeasstrahliing parameter listed in 

' —Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC03-76SF0051i. 
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Filling Time T f - L
5 ' v g ' where l t la the etrue-

cura length per feed and v g is the group velocity. 
Attenuation Parameter T - uL,/2v,Q • Tf/T.0, 

where u la the W angular frequency, Q la the unloaded 
Q of l ahortad resonant section of structure and Tfn -
2<3/ia la the unloaded filling tine of such a aborted 
section. Note that r scales with frequency aa u 3' 2. 

Shunt Impedance per Unit Length r. The accelera
ting gradient E 4 at any point In the structure Is re
lated to the power dissipation per unit length In the 
valla of the structure k j E a - i "JP/di. Since E a Mill 
vary over the structure length, wc cen define an aver
age gradient E, - Vg/Lg. where *, is the voltage gained 
in length l». m tens of the peak klystron newer P h, 
we have 

f(T) • < 2 / l ) U - e ~ V - 2TCI -T-M ! /2 ) . 

Note thet r varies with frequency aa r * u 1''. 
The Parameter a,,, defined by £| • 4kgv( vhece v_ 

Is the stored energy per unit length, fca t* related 
to the ratio r/Q by k 0 - fe/Mir/Q). lt baa unit* of 
V/C/m or D/a/m. the average gradient over length L, Is 

E . - * A ^ 
i), • t l - e ~ V / i 2 - f<r)f2i 

where w^ is the energy in the klystron pulse per vnlt 
length and n, la the structure efficiency. k 0 hss a 
strong dependence on frequency: k„ ~ o*. We can de
fine a normalised peak paver per unit length by F n • 
"k/fL^rf!) • 1/riT), The fvmrtiu.j P n and n a are 
plotted In Fl[|. I. The figure shows the Incompatibility 
between minimum peak paver requirement and good struc
ture efficiency. The best compromise 1* given by a t 
Is the range 0.34.4. 

fig. 1. Structure efficiency and 
normalized peak power prr unit length 
as a function cf the attenuation 
parameter T. 

The Ratio fe./E-. where t a Is the peek electric 
field ra the surface of the etructure. The naalBUp. 
attainable gradient la presumably limited by breakdown 
effects initiated by electric field* at the surface of 
the structure. The breakdown field at the surface may 
tie a function of frequency, pulse length and the de
tailed physical and cheaicsl surface properties. A lov 
ratio tm/EB li ppvlouoly desirable, buc nay not be the 
controlling factor. For the SLAC ills)-losded etructure 
t t l l t • 2.1, Tills structure has been tested in a 
trevallng wave resonant ring to e. » 40 HV/n without 
breakdown.• The maximum surface Field was therefore 
about S3 M M with no breakdown at an effective pulse 
length en the order of I «•• om the other hand, an S-
band (tending wave aide-coupled structure for a medical 

linae showed breakdown at £ g - 74 IKfn for a pulse 
length qf 4 to 5 (JB.* A shorter pulse length eppeara 
to be helpful in vntreaslng the breakdown limit, aa 
night be expected. The value of E S / F „ can be lowered 
to about 1.6 in a disk-loaded structure by prapsr disk 
shaping and choice of node' S L I U lower values of 
E £/E a arc possible; a structure has been developed6 M 
Varlan with £-/(., • 1,23. Not*, finally, (hat Che 
breakdown field should Increase with increasing fre
quency. In view of che preceding facts, a gradient of 
100 HV/m does not aaem unreasonable for very short pulse 
lengths, perhspa at a frequency soaewha: greater than 
5-band, oesunlng alno that careful attention la paid to 
the details of structure geometry. 

Higher-Order Modes. Higher-order longStudlnul 
nodes are Important for single-bunch bean Joarflr,*,. Tn 
compute these effects, it is useful rr> introducv tttc 
concept uf the wake potential, or wake function. If <i 
point unit chsrge Is sent along the axis of a tt'veHnc 
wave structure, it will Interact with all modes rjvi.:?, 
a phase velocity oijual to the particle velocity ^ 0 

{ubually taken es v v * c). Th" strength rf the lute*' 
action with the n-th node Is character :r.i>u bv the para?.-
eter 1^ • ££/4wn, where En is the sy-i hrttnous axial 
field and «o the energy per unit length. The t«cal wak* 
field seen at discance ct behind th* unit t'Kcltltg 
charge can be ehown to be1* 

w(l) - 2£k_1cos.-ili 

where u„ is the angular frequency of the n-th POde. In 
any practical calculation of the wake functlor , s flnlts 
nunber of modes are computed and an appi»xlmation Is mad? 
for the very M g h frequency nod-i. The wake function 
computed* In this nsnnor fDr the iLAC il**fc-]Dadi'ri 
structure Is shown in Fig. 2. 

| a . 

Fig. 2. Longitudinal wake potential 
per cell for the SLAC disk-loaned 
structure. 

It is isportant to know hou the magnitude ol the 
wake varies aa s function of the radius a of the buam 
aperture, for the SIAC structure 'a-1.16 Co), a com
putation of the weke for various values of ± ahows^ Chat 
w(0) varies *a a" 1** 4. Of course, the value of fc- for 
the fundamental mode will also decrease with increasing 
a. as shown In Fig. ). Hear a-1.16. k varies as 
a" 0- 6 6. Thus the wake at t - 0 and the corresponding 
s4ngle-bvnch beam loeding effects decrease fastrr with 
increasing beam aperture than does the fundamental node 
structure patenter k B. 

The transverse inflection vake oust alw be con
sidered in the design of a collider.10 For dlpole de
flecting aodee in A silk-loaded structure, the synchron
ous E, fluid cosponent varies linearly with radius fros 
zero on the axle to E n at the radius of the beam aper
ture. For each node an Interaction parameter k n can be 
defined as In the lingltudinal case uuing Ei • E„ at 
r-a. If a unit charge passes through the structure at 
radius r,, the deflection wake at a distance ct behind 
the charge is given by" 
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TABLE II 
Comparison of Structure for a Collider 

Fig. 1. Structure paisaeter k ( as a 
tunrtjor. of bean apertura radius for 
a disk~loaded structure for tuo values 
of disk thickness t (V* • 0.056 for 
the 5LAC structure). 

v. <«) (2r ,c /a 2 ) £ ) W a««i«nT 

vlth units of vclts per coulomb per voter (tiu./t gives 
the transverse amentum Kick per unit length of travel 
through tb? structure). For *suu3 T, the transverse 
wake increases llrenrly from lerw at t*D with slope 
lirjc.'a.'l̂ k,,. The transverse dipole wake Is seen to 
decrease nwir,. rapidly ittb Increasing disk hole radius 
tnar. thv longitudinal wake by an additional factor of 
a'-. This dependence on a has been varlfled for the 
SLAC Mruciuu-; (<iT!lpMlatJnnĴ , uhflw that thu slopt *t( 
rhc dlpcle vaVv for r-l varies .-l.*' 

Promisli.s structurcs for Colliders 

Several difU-reni fttructures arc under Investiga
tion at SLAC which nifihe have Mgher values of r/Q (or 
k.j) than the dlsk-ljaded stiucturv for a given beat 
apctture. Some of these, structures are described and 
Illustrated in Ref. 11. Of particular interest because 
of Its simplicity and because It has been Che subject 
of the most extensive past aeaauremenca Is she jungle 
gyre structure (a round pipe loaded by pairs of trans
verse bars having an alternating vertical and horizontal 
alignment). The group velocity of the jungle gya struc
ture tends to be considerably higher than for the disk-
lotted structure. Typically, v g/c • 0.20 for the r/2 
node (taking the periodic length to be between adjacent 
bar pairs!, and » 0.10 for the fl/3 node. Table II com
pares the parameters of several structure* at three 
frequencies of interest for a collider. Values of r. 
k G, q and v„/r for the "/2-aode jungle gym are scaled 
from values measured" at 714 HHa lor a structure used 
for several years as an RF cavity In the Cornell syn
chrotron- Values for the v/3-medc Jungle gym are esti
mated from some old measurements'* made at the Stanford 
University Microwave Laboratory. Seme of the newer 
structures being measured at SLAC appear to give similar 
values for vg/c and k„ for the n/3 mode/ The k p for 
the disk-loaded structure vlth a• 1.50 Is obtained from 
Fig- 3; Vg/c Is scaled as a"1. Tho disk and Masher 
structure Is shown for comparison. Not* that, although 
the J and shunt impedance are very high, the value of 
k 0 is very low compared to the jungle gym. 

RF Power Recuirements for a 300 » 300 CaV Collj.der 

Usln* the st'ui-ture parameter* given in Table II, 
the unloaded RF power requi'sauntn can be aatlmated for 
two 3-lun ilnaca operating at a gradient of 100 MV/m. 
Hi! assume 1000 RF power sources spaced 6 • apart and a 
repetition rate of 20D Ha. The first column In Table 
III gives the klystron (or power source) pulse length, 
aaauaed to be equal to the filling time. In the second 

r "o «-s *f 
(rBJ/m> (V/pC/o) " V c (a) (us) 

2SS6 MHz 
Disk-Loaded 56 19 13,300 .012 3 .83 .57 
(a - 1.16 cm) 
Disk-Loaded 46 16 13,000 .035 6 .57 .40 
<a - 1.50 on) 
Disk and Washer 76 11 32,000 — - -- — 
Jungle Gym (« /2 ) 51 23 9,000 .20 6 . 1 0 . 1 0 
Jungle Gya (w/3; 60 30 9.000 .10 6 . 2 0 . 2 0 

4W0 MX 
Jungle Gya (* /2) 61 50 7,500 .20 6 . 1 0 .18 
Jungle Gyn (n /3 ) 71 60 7,500 .10 6 . 2 0 • >5 

3712 HHs 
Jungle Gya ( s / 2 ) 72 100 6,500 .20 6 . 1 0 .28 
Jungle Gyp (fl/3) 85 120 6,500 .10 6 . 2 0 .57 

TABU t i l 
RF Tower Requirements for a 3*3 hra Collider 

with E a • 100 MT/B 

T P «k 
** OKI 

P k * t o t 
(us) CJ) ** OKI (ktt)/(Mft 

2856 HRx 
Disk-Leaded ,83 1320 ,se 1600 770 
' a - 1.16 era) 
Disk-Loaded ,S7 1340 .68 2350 275 
( a - 1.50 cm) 
Jungle Gyir. ( -72) .10 630 ,91 6500 130 
Jungle Lym (IT/3) .7.0 620 .82 3100 120 

40*0 «Hl 
Jungle Gya (ir/2) ,10 335 .24 3400 67 
Jungle Gym In/3) .20 3S0 •71 1750 70 

S712 HHt 
Jungle Gya ( e / 2 ) .10 190 .76 1900 38 
Jungle Gya (*/3) ,10 210 .M !0S0 42 

column, W k - L^w^ Is the energy la the klystron pulse. 
The efficiency for transfer of energy from the RF source 
pulse r„ effective stored m u , y to the structure is n e. 
The peak power that each klystron of power soutce aust 
deliver Is P|,. The last column gives the average power 
per klyscron, f^, and the total BF power requirement, 
rtot " l Q Q 0 «V •""• t r " expected correlation between 
high structure efficiency and high peak power. The last 
entry In the Table Is clearly the most favorable. The 
total average RF power requirement Is less than 50 HW, 
and the peak power per source la only 1 CM. But Is the 
stored energy adequate to accelerate the required charge 
per bunch? The energy required by each bunch per klys
tron Is 6eEBrib • 10J. This is modest compared to the 
fundamental-mode stored erf.rgy of 2I0J, and would indi
cate an energy spread due Co beam loading on the order 
of 2*s X . However, higher-order modes alao contribute to 
beam loading and to the energy spread. These effects 
are considered In the next faction. 

Sinals-Bunch Beam Loading 

An analytic expression which describes the SLAC 
wake potential to an accuracy of better than a few per
cent for 0 < r « 50 pa la 

»(T> • A exp [-<T/B)n] 

where A - 7.92 V/pC/cell • 73.S V/cC/u, B-6.13 ps and 
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n-0.605. The contribution to the be"" loading voltage 
at clue t due to a charge dq - H O d t at tine T I S 
w(t-l) Xfr) dr. The principle of causality for charges 
traveling doss to the velocity of light requires that 
the wake vanish for T »t. In conputlng the bean loading 
voltrga, we need only consider contrlbutlona from charge 
eleaents chat are ahead In the bunch (earlier In tine) 
such that T<t. Thua the totel alngle-bunch beam 
loading voltage 1* 

t 
BjCt) - /w(t- T)I(T)dt 

Piece of this espreaalea using the SIAC wake function 
and a Gaussian bunch J(t) • exp[-tze2/2o|J are shown In 
Tig. • for three bunch lengths. Mote that the anplirude 
of the scan loading voltage depend* strongly on bunch 
length, and that peak voltage occurs well behind (t >O) 
the bunch canter. 

T c x 

Fig. 4, Slngls-buneh bean loading 
voltage for the SUC disk-loaded 
atruerura for three values of bunch 
length. 

The total energy gain per unit length in the pre
sence of an external W iccalcTstlng gradient can be 
'>btMned by superpositions 

..Kft) • E,[cos (»t-») - V t ) / E a ] , 
where 6 Is the phase angle of the bunch center with 
respect to the crest (B>0 Is ahead of the crest). The 
average energy gain per particle In a bunch with charge 
q • eM B is 

* / ' E(t)I<t)dt 

The bean efficiency (ratio of energy gained by the bean 
to the stored energy par unit length) la 

of "•Van « % 
T> », EJ E, 

Finally, ws oust consider the energy apresd within 
the bunch due to eingle-bunch bean loading. The actual 
energy distribution function dN/dE can be quite complex, 
and there la not space to display these functions in 
detail here. The width of this distribution can be 
alnlnlred by adjusting the phase angle 8. In Fig. 5 
this optlsisi phase angle Is shown as a faction ol the 
nuaeer of particles per bunch for three bunch lengths 
and two HJ frequencies, The wake for the s u e disk' 
loaded structure is again ussd (this Is the only struc
ture that la at present anensble to an analytic calcu
lation of the wake), and an unloaded gradient of 100 
KV/n la aeeiSMd. The energy spread at the opclma phase 
angle la shown in Fig, 6. The energy spread Is denned 
such that SOt of the particles are contained within this 
width. Bote that for Nb " HP' 1, the energy spread is 
leaa than J* for all cases except o r - 2 an at S712 M b . 

Fig. 5. Phase angle which nlnlnlzea the single-
bunch bean loading energy spread as a function of 
particles per bunch for E a « 100 HV/n. 

r ** : 

Miu w-i 
• - - •>•<! Miv 

- a .0 
£A4ML*t-'9ul>tC»4 • -

Fig. 6. Minium energy spread aa a function 
of particles per bunch. 

as the nunher of particles per bunch Increases, 
•he phase angle t Increases and the average energy ga*n 
perjMftlele will decrees*. This Is shown in Fig- ?• 
As E falls below about 0.9 E a, it night be desirable to work with e closer to the crest and accept an energy 
spread which Is somewhat larger than the mlniaua. Many 
such trade-offs are posslbl* which cannot be described 
in detail here. 

Finally, the bean efficiency as a function ot 
particles per bunch is shown In Fig. B. Because we have 
chosen a very high gradient, the efficiency [a quite low, 
about IX, for N b - iO 1 1 at 2036 HMs. The efficiency 
increases to about 4t at 5712 Kit. 

The psecedinR results axe tuSBKrited In Title IV 
for our standard collider conditionst E 4 • 100 HV/n. 
Hb - lo", oz » 1.0 sa. A »/3-node Jungle gym structure 
le asauned. Ms can extrapolate froa the cooeuced results 
for a diak-loadtsd atructure to the Jungle gyn structure 

- 4 -



Fig« '. Ncmallzcd energv as a function of parti
cles per bunch at minimum energy spread. 

Fig. 8. Bean: efficiency as a function of 
particles per bunch at minimum energy spread. 

TABLE IV 
Sltiglo-Bunch Collider Parameters at Three Frequencies 

Frtquenny wk °8 E/E AE/Ea 

(MHJ) (J/D) (J/m) b " a m 
285* 105 .82 82 1.9 .98 0.6 
•040 58 .71 41 3.6 .955 1.2 
i'!2 35 .58 20 7.1 .92 2*2 

using the difference In stored energy per unit length. 
Tatting w 6(JC)/w sCDU r * • 0-47, the values of AE/Ea In 
Table IV have been uruled from Fig. 6 in proportion to 
K-l'.. while E/E a has been scaled from Fig. f uslnp 
l-x"j'?. The efficiency scales as *~ l. 

Bunch Trains 

1: Is possible to ltspro-vc the effective luminosity 
and bean, efficiency of a collider by accelerating trains 
of bunches spaced apart by about ten wavelengths or more. 

At this bunch spacing, higher modes have effectively 
decohered, and for each following bunch only the super
position of the fundamental beam loading voltages from 
those bunches which have already passed through the 
structure need be considered. Successive bunches can 
be directed, using fast kickers* to different Interac
tion regions. Thin allows a number of experIntent9 to 
be run In parallel, although at successively lower 
energies for each successive bunch* 

The long-range fundamental-mode wake per bunch is 
AEQ - 2k0q - ZeN bk Q* The average energy of the n-th 
bunch Is therefore _ 

4E-
E(i0 " E,- (n-l)4E0 E, 

The efficiency for m bunches is, using <j/wo •24E./E . 
0 a 

Results foi a train of four bunches with N. * 10 l ], 
assuming a ir/3-mode jungle gyro structure at Eg " 100 HV/n 
are given in Teble V. Note chat the beam efficiency le 
quite reasonable at the two higher frequencies] while 
the energy of the fourth bunch is still an acceptable 
fraction of the unloaded energy. For convenience, the 
peak power per klystron (source) and the total average 
power is repeated from Table III. 

TABLE V 
Collider Parameters for a Train of Four Bunches 

Frequency V" E(4)/E, Pt„t 
WW) 

K 
(MM) 

2856 
4040 
5712 

7.4 
14.2 
26.5 

.95 

.90 

.805 

120 
70 
42 

3100 
WOO 
1050 

Pout> r Sources 

As we have seen from previous sections, a peak 
power In the range 1 to 3 CW in the frequency range 
5712 to 2856 MHz is required to attain a gradient of 
100 MV/u! in accelerating structures uhlch seen premising 
for a llnac-collldlng. The required pulse length is 
about 200 fi5. In Table VI some present and potential 
power sources are listed which might meet this require
ment. 

The first row gives approximate parameters for a 
conventional klystron now under consideration*1* at SLAC. 
The pulse length of this device (~i us) la longer than 
required for our present application, but of course the 
peak power is toe low. A 1 CW peak power klystron at 
3.35 G1U with a very short pulse length ( * 15 its) has. 
been built by Varian, but the tube failed before it 
could he tested to full power and the development has 
not been pursued farther,15 A more promising method for 
extending the power capability of n conventional klys
tron has been suggested by Lebscqz.*6 By pla.ing seven 
cathodes and beams within the same vacuum ertfelope, 
arranged in a hexagonal manner around a central beam, 
the power output could be Increased to the level of 1 CW. 
The cost and focusing power requirements of such fl tube 
would be considerably less than seven times that of a 
single unit. The MEQATRON, proposed by Maschke,17 also 
employe a multiple-beam anay (using electrostatic 
focusing) to achieve a high net perveance. Although no 
tube of this type has yet been designed at Che required 
peak power level» the baste concept seems prevising. 

A very high peak power output (SOD MH at 3.2 GHz 
and 30 na pulse length) has been obtained front a coaxial 



TABLE VI 
Blgh Fever Pulsed Hi Sources 

Mlc -c-
Parveance 

( W * A / V 3 / 2 ) 

leas 
Voltage 

CIV) 

Bean 
Current 

(kA) 

Beam 
Impedance 

(D) 

Estimated 
Efficiency 

(» 
Fover 
OB0 

Conventional Xlyatnn 
Kultlpla Baas Klystron 
Croesed-Fisld Amplifier 
Phococartiode Pwlee A 
Photocathode Device B 

2 
7x2 

13 
10 
10 

450 
450 
«00 
eoo 

1000 

0.6 
4.2 
6.0 
4.6 

10.0 

750 
110 
100 
130 
100 

55 
55 
50 
65 
75 

150 
1050 
1800 
1800 
7500 

magnetron. , s The bean parameters and potential power 
output at 501 efficiency are given in the third row of 
Table VI. Although the device as constructed la an 
oscillator. It aright veil be pooalhle to produce an 
amplifier counterpart. 

The final ten r a n la Table VI represent a possible 
new concept for a high peak power alcrovave device. The 
concept Is Illustrated In Tig- 9. A photecathode la 
Illuminated by a laser nodulated «t a microwave fre
quency, bunches of electrons emitted during the peaks 
of the later lllunlnatlon arc accelerated to high volt
age and at the sane Clan compressed in lateral dimen-
aloua to a acffldenely email fraction of an RF wave
length for good coupling to the fields la an RF output 
cavity, because the electrons are emitted in bunches 
from the cathode, the long drift length required by a 
klystron for bunching at roletlvlstic velocities is 
eliminated. By emitting the bunches at lev density from 
e cathode with • large area, then compressing the beam 
laterally after the electrons have attained a high velo
city, the effects of longitudinal and transverse space 
charge defocuslng are reduced. The concept of a photo-
cathode Blcromve device has been under study by a 
group 1 9 at S U C . The device has been proposed Independ
ently by R. 0. Hunter of Western Research Corporation. 2 0 

In particular, Hunter Introduced the idea or lateral 
compression after emission at low density to reduce 
space charge effects. 

method 1 B Bhown In Fig. 10. Detailed expressions for 

?:x 

1 'yen flftt,«jft 

Hi'i | T | 
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Fig. 9. Schematic of a pliotaeathode 
microwave device, 

Eneray Storage and Switching 

Another method for ebtelnlng very high peak pulsed 
power la by storing the energy from a klystron pulse 
over a relatively long period ir a high Q resonator, 
then switching the stored energy out rapidly in about 
the filling tine of the structure. A schematic of the 

fig. 10. Pulse compreesion by energy storage 
and switching. 

the efficiency of energy transfer between the klystron 
pulse and storage cavity ate given in Ref. 21 and are 
summarized in the Appendix. As an example, consider en 
80 HW p e a|; p D w e r klystron with a puis* length of 4 us. 
A copper energy storage eavity with a radius of 30 cm 
would nave an unloaded TE-»ode q of 3.4» 1 0 s at 5712 
Mttz. Energy can be transferred to the cavity with an 
efficiency of 672, and from the cavity to two n/3-mode 
Jungle gym structures 3 D In length (1-0.28) with an 
efficiency of 58*. Thus the atsred energy per unit 
length is 21 J/m, the unloaded gradient is 100 MV/m. and 
the total energy of a 3-(0» accelerator is 300 Gev. By 
doubling the pulse length to 8 us. the gradient increas
es to 133 M»/m and the total energy to 400 CeV. This, 
of course, assumes an Ideal switch and Ignores breakdown 
limitations. Figure 11 shows the energy ae a function 
of klystron pulse length for two frequencies and klystron 
peak power levels. Note that the unloaded Q of a 
spherical resonator in a TE mode is Just the radius di
vided by the skin depth. 

The Idea of energy acorage and switching was intro
duced by U r n , Dick, Little, Mercereau and Scolaploo." 
The critical coaponent in the technique la the switch. 
B i n end Scelaplno 2 3 describe an electee*, beam switch 
and shoo that an electron density of at laest 1 0 " / c m 3 

is needed to produce an adequate short. A low pressure 
gas discharge switch has subsequently been developed at 
Uwrence Uvsraore Laboratory; a peak power of 160 M* 
has been switched at S-band using a aherted length of 
S-faand waveguide as a storage cavity. 1 1 1 Kith an adequate 
development effort, energy storage with fast switching 
could provide en alternative means to attain the peak 
power required to dr.'ve e high energy collider. 

Appendix 

Let T » 20 /w bs ths unloaded filling time for an 
energy storage cSvlty, T p the klystron pulse length. B, 
the input cavity coupling coefficient and 8,. the output 
coupling coefficient with the switch off. Define 
V • » 0 < l + e, -r-B, 40> w h » » "o " V T o Then the efficiency 
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Fig. 11, Energy as a function of pulse length for 
a 3-tau accelerator using energy storage and 
swltthing. 

for the transfer of energy from the klystron pulse to 
the storage cavity IK (see Ref. 21 far details), 

»2 «• 2(1 

By adjusting B,. the efficiency can be optimised for a 
given value of u„. In the Unit u 0 « I, the aaxlnun 
efficiency «pp-caches 81. M . The jsaxlaua efficiency as 
a function of i.0 Is shown by the top curve In Fig. A-1 
ii « H, v_ •• u . ) . 

put cavity coupling coefficient with the aulth un. Then 

(v-T)' 1 + 6, 

assuaing. a constant lspedance structure. Again, the 
efficiency can be maximized for a given v 5 and i. The 
maximum efficiency la plotted in Fig. A-1 as a function 

AekpoM-ladaestents 

The author gracefully acknowledges the help of 
T. Knight In computing she bean loading and total volt
age functions which provide the basis for Figs. 4-8. 
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Fig. A-1. Maximum energy transfer efficiency vs v c. 

Nextt we give the efficiency for transfer of ener
gy from the cavity to the structure (sB>in see Ref, 21 
for a detailed derivation). Define 1, • L,/v., 
v 0 » T,/T0 and v « v0(l + i± * &%) where 8 2 is che out-


